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We have investigated metallic photonic crystals built around a layer-by-layer geometry. Two
different crystal structures~face-centered-tetragonal and tetragonal! were built and their properties
were compared. We obtained rejection rates of 7–8 dB per layer from both metallic crystals. Defect
modes created by removing rods resulted in high peak transmission~80%!, and high quality factors
~1740!. Our measurements were in good agreement with theoretical simulations. ©1996
American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~96!04251-9#
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Photonic crystals are three-dimensional periodic diel
tric structures where the propagation of electromagn
~EM! waves can be forbidden for a certain range
frequencies.1–3 Early attempts to use these structures in
plications like thresholdless semiconductor lasers4 and
single-mode light-emitting diodes5,6 have suffered from the
difficulties associated with fabricating submicron featu
needed to achieve a band gap at optical frequencies. On
other hand, fabricating photonic band gap~PBG! structures
at microwave and millimeter-wave scales have been m
successful,7 with numerous demonstrations of PBG-bas
applications like high directivity millimeter wave
antennas,8,9 high-quality resonators,10 microwave cavities for
accelerators,11 and efficient microwave reflectors.12

Although the employment of photonic crystals made
dielectric materials have been successful in various app
tions, some of their properties restrict the wide usage of th
materials. First, the rejection from the dielectric based p
tonic crystals are typically limited to a maximum of 3–4 d
per layer.13 This means that an application requiring 40 d
isolation would need at least 10 layers, which is often
large to meet space constraints. Furthermore, for applicat
around 1–10 GHz range, the relatively large surface are
a photonic crystal becomes another limiting factor. As
example, a dielectric-based dielectric photonic crystal wit
band gap centered at 2 GHz will have a surface area la
than one square meter which is again not practical for m
applications. As has been suggested by other researc
these problems can be solved by introducing metals to p
tonic crystals.14–16Although the metals exhibit high absorp
tion at optical frequencies, they act like nearly perfect co
ductors at lower microwave and millimeter-wave frequenc
which minimizes the problems related to absorption.

In our investigations of metallic photonic crystals, w
first examined the face-centered-tetragonal~fct! structure
shown in Fig. 1~a!. The stacking sequence repeats every f
layers, corresponding to a single unit cell in the stack
direction.17 Previously, we used this structure to ma
dielectric-based photonic crystals with a full band gap at f
quencies ranging from microwave18 to far infrared.19 In ad-
dition to the fct structure, we also used the tetragonal str

a!Electronic mail: ozbay@fen.bilkent.edu.tr
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ture in our examination of metallic photonic crystals. Th
structure which is depicted in Fig. 1~b!, has a two-layer unit
cell in the stacking direction. The metallic rods used in th
study were 2.8 mm wide, 2.5 mm thick, and 120 mm lon
The center to center distance between adjacent parallel
was 7.6 mm. The rods were obtained by machining 1
315035 mm aluminum blocks. The blocks were machin
from bottom and top surfaces to create parallel rods on e
side. Each block contained two layers of metallic rods, wh
the rods on the top side were perpendicular to the rods on
bottom side. These blocks were then stacked to form ei
the fct or the tetragonal structures depicted in Fig. 1.

We measured the transmission properties of the meta
structures using a Hewlett–Packard 8510C network analy
Standard gain horn antennas were used to transmit and
ceive the EM radiation. Surroundings of the test setup w
covered with absorbers to build an anechoic chamber res
ing in a sensitivity of 85 dB. Three separate pairs of stand
gain horn antennas were used to cover the 8–26 GHz m
surement range.

We first measured the transmission properties of the
and tetragonal metallic PBG crystals as a function of num
of stacked layers. Figures 2~a! and 2~b! compare the trans
mission properties of 5 different crystals made of 2, 4, 6,
and 10 layers of metallic rods. As can be seen from the pl
both structures yielded band gaps with upper edges aro

FIG. 1. Schematics of~a! fct and~b! tetragonal photonic band gap crystal
3797)/3797/3/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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20 GHz and no lower edge. This large ‘‘metallicity gap
extending from zero frequency to a cut-off value that is d
pendent on the periodicity is typical of metallic PBG
Within the metallicity gap, the typical rejection factors of o
crystals were around 7–8 dB per layer. This was a signific
improvement over the dielectric based structures which ha
maximum rejection of 3–4 dB per layer. Furthermore, sin
the metallicity gap extends down to lower frequencies,
metallic structures can also be used at frequencies betw
1–10 GHz without any surface area problems.

After observing the EM wave rejection properties
layer-by-layer metallic crystals, we measured defect str
tures built around these crystals. The defect structures w
formed by removing rods from the crystal. Figure 3~a! shows
the transmission properties of a 14 layer tetragonal type P
crystal where 7th layer is the defect layer with a single mi
ing rod. The defect mode occurred at 17.2 GHz, and ha
peak transmission amplitude of27 dB with aQ factor~qual-
ity factor, defined as the center frequency divided by
peak’s full width at half-maximum! of 750. The electric field
polarization vector of the incident EM wavee was parallel to
the rods of the defect layer and no defect mode was pre
whene was perpendicular to the rods of the defect layer. T
Q factor of the defect mode can be further increased
increasing the number of layers. Figure 3~b! shows the char-
acteristics of an 18 layer structure~where the 9th layer was
chosen as the defect layer! on an expanded frequency sca
This defect mode exhibited a peak transmission of219 dB,
along with aQ factor of 1740.

The defect structures built around the fct structure g
rather limited performance. A defect structure similar to t
one described earlier~14 layers! gave a peak transmissio

FIG. 2. ~a! Transmission properties of~a! fct crystals, and~b! tetragonal
crystals for 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 layers.
3798 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 69, No. 25, 16 December 1996
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amplitude of230 dB along with aQ factor of 950. The peak
transmission quickly dropped to below noise level when
increased the number of layers. So, the tetragonal based
tallic defect structures were found to be superior to fct ba
metallic defect structures in terms of peak amplitude and
maximum achievableQ factor.

The transfer-matrix method20,21 ~TMM ! was used to cal-
culate the EM transmission through the metallic structur
Since the TMM method requires periodicity in the directio
parallel to the interfaces, we examined the case of a pla
defect, made by removing all rods in a single layer. A 1
layer thick tetragonal structure where the 5th layer was c
sen as the defect layer, was used for both theoretical si
lations and experimental measurements. Figure 4 comp

FIG. 3. ~a! Transmission characteristics of a tetragonal 14 layer defect.~b!
Expanded frequency scale of an 18 layer defect structure.

FIG. 4. Comparison of the experimental transmission properties~solid line!
of the metallic planar defect structure with the theoretical simulatio
~dashed line!.
Özbay et al.
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the predicted theoretical transmission with the experime
results. As can be seen from the plot, theory and experim
were in good agreement. A peak transmission 0.9 dB be
the incident signal~corresponding to 80% transmission! and
a Q factor of 400 were measured, while theory predicte
defect mode with20.2 dB peak transmission and aQ factor
of 440. The calculated defect frequency~13.7 GHz! was
slightly off from the measured defect frequency~14.5 GHz!.
The discrepancy was due to the limitations coming fro
simulating the real structure by a discrete computer mo
In the present calculations, we divided each unit cell in
16316310 cells.20,21By increasing the number of cells, th
model gets closer to the real structure. However, the mem
and computer time requirements for a higher number of c
make those calculations almost impossible.

In summary, we have investigated the properties of m
tallic layer-by-layer photonic crystals. An average rejecti
rate of 8 dB per layer was measured. Defect modes cre
by removing rods resulted in high peak transmission~80%!,
and high quality factors~1740!. Our measurements were i
good agreement with the theoretical simulations. To
knowledge, our defect measurements correspond to the h
est quality factors reported for metallic photonic crystals
scientific literature.
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